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In this paper we prove that Z4p is a CI-group; i.e., two Cayley graphs over the
elementary abelian group Z4p are isomorphic if and only if their connecting sets are
conjugate by an automorphism of the group Z4p .  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Cay(H, S), S/H be an arbitrary Cayley graph over a finite group
H. We shall say that two Cayley graphs Cay(H, S) and Cay(H, T) are
Cayley isomorphic if there exists an automorphism . # Aut(H ) such that
S.=T. It is a trivial observation that two Cayley isomorphic Cayley
graphs are isomorphic as graphs. The converse is not true: two Cayley
graphs over the same group may be isomorphic as graphs but not Cayley
isomorphic. There are many examples of this phenomenon, see, for
example, [2, 11]. A subset SH is called a CI-subset if for each TH the
graphs Cay(H, S), Cay(H, T) are isomorphic if and only if the sets T and
S are conjugate by an element of Aut(H ). A group H is called a CI-group
if each subset of H is a CI-subset.
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The interest in CI-groups goes back to A. A da m, [1], who conjectured
that each cyclic group is a CI-group. Although the conjecture turned to be
false it stimulated the study of the isomorphism problem for circulant
graphs.
L. Babai and P. Frankl began to investigate arbitrary CI-groups in
[3, 4]. They found several necessary conditions for a group to be a
CI-group. One of their results asserts that an insoluble CI-group is a direct
product of two groups of relatively prime orders such that one of the
factors is a direct product of elementary abelian p-groups and the second
factor belongs to the following list of groups: L2(5), SL2(5), L2(13),
SL2(13). Recently C. H. Li used their results to prove that each CI-group
is soluble [20].
C. H. Li et al. [16] started the study of m-DCI-groups; i.e., groups where
each subset of at most m elements is a CI-subset (see also [18] and refer-
ences there). This research lead to updating the list of candidates for
CI-groups [21]. Each group contained in this list is isomorphic to a direct
product of two groups U and V of relatively prime orders such that U is
a product of elementary abelian groups of odd order and V belongs to a
very restricted list of known groups. However, the complete classification
of CI-groups is still far from being finished, since we do not know which
groups of the above type are really CI-groups. Currently all known infinite
series of CI-groups belong to the following three classes:
the cyclic groups of orders m, 2m, 4m where m is a square-free odd
number [22, 23];
the elementary abelian groups of rank at most 3 [9, 10, 12],
groups of orders 2p, 3p, p is a prime [4, 5].
There is also a list of 10 CI-groups of small orders given in [8] which
includes Z42 and Z
5
2 .
In this paper we prove the following result which extends the class of
known CI-groups:
Theorem 1.1. The group Z4p is a CI-group.
Since Z42 is known to be a CI-group (see [8]), it is sufficient to prove our
claim only for p>2. Therefore in what follows we shall assume that p is
always an odd prime.
The starting point of our analysis is the following result of L. Babai [3]:
Theorem 1.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a Cayley graph
Cay(H, S).
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(i) S is a CI-subset;
(ii) any two regular subgroups of Aut(Cay(H, S)) isomorphic to H are
conjugate in Aut (Cay(H, S)).
It is not difficult to see that two regular subgroups of Sym(H) are
isomorphic if and only if they are conjugate in Sym(H ). This validates the
following definition.
Definition 1. Let FSym(X ) be an arbitrary permutation group and
Sup(F ) :=[GSym(X ) | FG]. We shall say that a group G # Sup(F ) is
F-transjugate3 if for each g # Sym(X) the inclusion g&1FgG implies that
g&1Fg and F are conjugate in G.
Two permutation groups are said to be 2-equivalent [29] if they have the
same set of 2-orbits, i.e., orbits on ordered pairs of points. The equivalence
class of GSym(X ) contains a unique maximal subgroup which is called
the 2-closure of G and is denoted by G (2) [29]. The following properties of
2-closure are easy to check:
G1G2 O G (2)1 G
(2)
2 ;
(G (2)) (2)=G (2);
GG (2).
If R0 , ..., Rd is the complete set of 2-orbits of G, then
G (2)=[Aut(Ri) | i=0, ..., d ].
The group GSym(X ) is called 2-closed if G=G (2) [29].
Let H be an arbitrary group. Denote by hR , hL # Sym(H ) the following
permutations: xhR :=xh, x # H, xhL :=h&1x, x # H. We also set HR :=
[hR | h # H], HL :=[hL | h # H]. It is clear that a graph 1 with the vertex
set H is a Cayley graph of H iff HRAut(1 ).
Theorem 1.2 may be reformulated as follows. A subset SH is a CI-sub-
set if and only if Aut (Cay(H, S)) is an HR -transjugate group. For each
SH the group Aut (Cay(H, S)) is a 2-closed permutation group. There-
fore if every 2-closed overgroup of HR is HR -transjugate, then H is a
CI-group. Let us say that H is a CI(2)-group4 if it has the aforesaid
property, that is, every 2-closed overgroup of HR is HR-transjugate. Tri-
vially CI(2) implies CI. Since a 2-closed permutation group may not be the
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3 The word transjugate is combined from two words transitive and conjugate, since being
F-transjugate means that G acts transitively on all its subgroups which are conjugate to F in
Sym(X ).
4 In [15] such groups were called 2-CI-groups.
automorphism group of a single graph, it is hard to believe that CI always
implies CI(2). However, all CI-groups mentioned above are, in fact,
CI(2)-groups. For cyclic groups this fact was shown in [22, 23]. For
elementary abelian groups Zmp we will prove the following
Theorem 1.3. Zmp is a CI
(2)-group for m4 and p>2.
Thus in all known cases a CI-group is also a CI(2)-group. So the follow-
ing question is natural:
Question. Are there finite groups which are CI but not CI(2) ?
Definition 2. Let FSym(X ). We shall say that A # Sup(F ) is an
F-complete subgroup of B # Sup(F ), denoted by AOF B, if AB and for
each g # Sym(X ) the inclusion F gB implies that
(F g)bA for a suitable b # B.
Thus G # Sup(F ) is F-transjugate if and only if FOF G.
It is easy to see that OF is a partial order on Sup(F ). Denote by Sup2(F )
the set of all 2-closed groups that contain F, and by Supmin2 (F ) the set of
all minimal elements of the poset (Sup2(F), OF). A 2-closed group
G # Sup(F ) belongs to Supmin2 (F ) if and only if there is no 2-closed group
B # Sup(F ) with BOF G and B{G. Clearly, for a 2-closed group F we
always have F # Supmin2 (F ).
Once more, let H be a group and HR its right regular representation.
Then Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the following equality
Supmin2 (HR)=[HR]. (1)
In order to prove (1) for H=Z4p we analyze an arbitrary G # Sup
min
2 (HR).
The first restriction on the structure of G is given below.
Proposition 1.4. Let H be a p-group, where p is a prime. Then each
G # Supmin2 (HR) is a p-group.
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. According to [24] P is a
2-closed permutation group, i.e., P # Sup2(HR). Since HR is a p-group,
POHR G by Sylow’s theorems. Now the claim follows from the minimality
of G. K
Thus in order to prove Theorem 1.3 it is sufficient to show that a
2-closed p-overgroup of (Zmp )R is (Z
m
p )R -transjugate . At this stage we use
the approach suggested by M. Klin and R. Po schel [15], the main idea of
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which is to exploit the Galois correspondence between 2-closed overgroups
of HR and Schurian S-rings over H (see the next section for the detailed
definitions). The main idea of this correspondence was observed by I. Schur
who proposed in [26] to associate with each G # Sup(HR) a special sub-
algebra V(H, G1) of the group algebra QH called by him the transitivity
module of G (see Proposition 2.2 below). If G is 2-closed, then G is uniquely
determined by V(H, G1). It turns out that the property of being an
HR -transjugate group may be read off from V(H, G1) without knowledge
of G.
Thus the whole problem is reduced to the study of transitivity modules
of 2-closed p-overgroups of Zmp , m4. Each transitivity module of such a
group is a Schurian p-S-ring over Zmp , m4. It turns out that the number
of isomorphism types of such S-rings is fairly small (it doesn’t depend on p).
A careful study of these S-rings yields the desired result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
This Section contains all the necessary facts from group theory and
algebraic combinatorics which we shall use freely in the paper.
2.1. Permutation Groups
Let GSym(X) be a transitive group and let $=[21 , ..., 2m] be an
arbitrary G-invariant partition of X. For each g # G we denote by
g$ # Sym($) the induced permutation of $. The mapping g [ g$ is a group
homomorphism, the kernel of which will be denoted by G$ .
Proposition 2.1. Let GSym(X ) be a transitive permutation group,
and let $=[21 , ..., 2m] be a G-invariant partition of X. Then
(i) (G (2))$(G $)(2);
(ii) if G is 2-closed and F $ is 2-closed for some FG, then FG$ is also
2-closed.
Proof. (i) Since G and G (2) are 2-equivalent, $ is G (2)-invariant and
G$ and (G (2))$ are also 2-equivalent. Therefore (G (2))$(G$) (2), as desired.
(ii) According to the first part of the claim
((FG$) (2))$((FG$)$) (2)=(F $) (2)=F $.
On the other hand F(FG$) (2)G implies F $((FG$) (2))$. Therefore
F $=((FG$)(2))$ which is equivalent to FG$=(FG$) (2) G$=(FG$) (2), as
desired. K
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As a consequence we obtain the following
Proposition 2.2. Let H be an elementary abelian group, and let HR be
the regular representation of H. Then for each G # Supmin2 (HR) and each
G-invariant partition $ of H the following property holds:
If G$ is (HR)$-transjugate, then G=G$HR .
Proof. (HR)$ is an abelian group which acts transitively on $. Hence
(HR)$Sym($) is a regular permutation group, and, consequently, is
2-closed. By Proposition 2.1, G$HR is 2-closed. To finish the proof it is
sufficient to show that G$ HR OHR G.
Let KG be an elementary abelian regular subgroup. Then K$ is an
elementary abelian subgroup of G$ which acts regularly on $. Therefore
|K$|=|(HR)$| which, in turn, implies that K$$(HR)$. Since G$ is (HR)$-
transjugate, there exists g # G such that (HR)$=(K$) g
$
. Therefore
K gHR G$ implying HR G$ OHR G. Now the claim follows by minimality
of G. K
2.2. Schur Rings
Let H be a finite group with identity element 1. We denote the group
algebra of H over the field Q of the rational numbers by QH. For any
BH we define B to be the formal sum a # B a # QH. Elements of this
form will be called simple quantities [28].
Consider a permutation group G # Sup(HR). Denote by T0=[1], T1 , ...,
Tr the complete set of orbits of the stabilizer G1=[g # G | 1 g=1]. The
transitivity module V(H, G1) of the group G1 is the vector space spanned by
Ti , i=0, 1, ..., r.
A combinatorial generalization of the properties of transitivity modules
yields the notion of a Schur ring [28].
A subalgebra AQH of the group algebra QH is called a Schur ring
(briefly an S-ring) over H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(S1) there exists a basis of A consisting of simple quantities T0 ,
T1 , ..., Tr ;
(S2) T0=[1] and ri=0 Ti=H;
(S3) Ti & Tj=< if i{ j;
(S4) for each i # [0, 1, ..., r] there exists i $ # [0, 1, ..., r] such that
Ti $=[t&1 | t # Ti].
The basis T0 , ..., Tr is called the standard basis and the simple quantities
Ti (resp. the sets Ti) are called basic quantities (resp. basic sets) of A. We
set
Bsets(A) :=[T0 , ..., Td].
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The notation A=(T0 , ..., Tr) means that T0 , ..., Tr is the standard basis
of A. We say that a set BH belongs to A (and write this as follows
B # A) if B

# A. It is clear that an S-ring A is closed under all set-theoreti-
cal operations over the subsets belonging to A. The set [Cay(H, Ti)] ri=0
of binary relations on H forms a homogeneous coherent configuration, in the
sense of [13], which we denote as Cay(H, A).
A subgroup EH is called an A-subgroup [27] if E

# A. It follows
from the definition that H and [1] are A-subgroups for each S-ring A
over H. If SH satisfies S

# A, then (S) is an A-subgroup (Proposition
23.6 of [28]). It is easy to check that E & F, (E _ F ) are A-subgroups if
both E and F are A-subgroups. If there exists a non-trivial proper A-sub-
group, then A is said to be imprimitive.
For each T # Bsets(A) we set
L(T )=[h # H | hT=T ]; R(T )=[h # H | Th=T ]; St (T )=L(T) & R(T );
It is clear that R(T ), L(T ), St (T ) are subgroups of H. They coincide if H
is abelian.
Proposition 2.3 [28, Proposition 23.5]. If T # Bsets(A), then R(T ),
L(T ), St (T ) are A-subgroups and |R(T )||T |, |L(T)||T |.
Let A be an imprimitive S-ring over H and E be a proper non-trivial
A-subgroup. Then one can define an S-subring AE by setting AE :=A &
QE. It is easy to see that AE is an S-ring over E and Bsets(AE)=
[T | T # Bsets(A) and T/E ]. If E \ H, then one can define a quotient
S-ring AE over the factor-group HE:
Bsets(AE) :=[TE | T # Bsets(A)].
(Here and later on we use the notation TE, TH for [tE | t # T ]HE.)
The connection between Schur rings and transitivity modules is given by
the following statement (Theorem 24.1 in [28]):
Theorem 2.4. If HRG, then the transitivity module V(H, G1) is an
S-ring over H.
The converse is not true, i.e., not every S-ring is the transitivity module
of an appropriate group. An S-ring over H will be called Schurian if it is
the transitivity module of some G # Sup(HR).
The group Aut(A) of all automorphisms of an S-ring A is defined
in [14] as the intersection Aut(Cay(H, T0)) & } } } & Aut(Cay(H, Td)). In
other words, Aut (A) consists of all permutations ? # Sym(H ) satisfying the
following condition.
h1 h&12 # Ti O h
?
1(h
?
2)
&1 # Ti for all h1 , h2 # H and i # [0, ..., d ].
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If A=V(H; G1), G # Sup(HR) then GAut(A). It should be mentioned
that Aut (A) is a 2-closed permutation group.
Let A, B be two S-rings over H. We shall say that B is a fusion of A
[6] (equivalently A is a fission of B [6] ) if BA. If GF are two over-
groups of HR , then V(H; F1) is a fusion of V(H; G1). If B is a fusion of A,
then Aut(B)Aut(A).
The following operation plays an important role in our considerations.
Let A be an S-ring over H and let F, EH be two A-subgroups. Then
for each T # Bsets(A) there are three possibilities: TE, T(F"E) or
TH"(F _ E ). We shall write that A=AE C AF if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(1) E & F \ F;
(2) each basic set T of A with T(F"E ) is a union of (E & F )-
cosets, i.e., E & FSt(T);
(3) for each basic set T/H"(F _ E) there exist R, S # Bsets(A) such
that T=RS and RE, SF.
A C-decomposition is called trivial if E # [1, H]. If F & E=[1], then C
is the usual tensor product of S-rings AF and AE . If F=H, then AE C AF
coincides with the wreath product AE " (AE ).
2.3. Isomorphisms of S-Rings
Let AQH and BQK be two S-rings over the groups H and K,
respectively. We say that a bijection f: Bsets(A)  Bsets(B) is an algebraic
isomorphism of S-rings (see [24]) if the linear map defined by T [ T f is an
isomorphism between the Q-algebras A and B. We write A$alg B if there
exists an algebraic isomorphism between A and B.
A bijective map f: H  K is called a combinatorial isomorphism of
S-rings5 if f is an isomorphism between coherent configurations Cay(H, A)
and Cay(K, B). If f is also a group isomorphism, then it is called a Cayley
isomorphism of S-rings. Each Cayley isomorphism is a combinatorial one,
but the converse is not true in general. We write A$Cay B (A$com B) if
there exists a Cayley (combinatorial) isomorphism between A and B.
If f: H  K is a combinatorial isomorphism, then the product f kR , k # K
is also a combinatorial isomorphism. So, multiplying f by a suitable kR we
can always obtain a combinatorial isomorphism which maps the identity of
H to the identity of K. We call such combinatorial isomorphisms nor-
malized.
Let AQH and BQK be two combinatorially isomorphic S-rings
and let f: H  K be a combinatorial isomorphism between them. Then for
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5 In [15] the isomorphisms of this type are called S-isomorphisms.
each T # Bsets(A) there exists S # Bsets(B) such that Cay(H, T) f=
Cay(K, S). Thus each combinatorial isomorphism f induces a bijection
f *: Bsets(A)  Bsets(B) such that Cay(H, T ) f=Cay(K, T f*). It is a well-
known fact that each isomorphism between coherent configurations
induces an isomorphism between their BoseMesner algebras (see [7] for
the definition of BoseMesner algebras). Therefore, the bijection f * is an
algebraic isomorphism between the algebras A and B.
If f is normalized, then Bsets(A) f=Bsets(B), since T f*=T f holds for
each T # Bsets(A). Moreover, since f * is an algebraic isomorphism, we
always have (TS) f=T fS f, T, S # Bsets(A).
Now let f: H  K be an arbitrary bijection which satisfies f (1)=1.
Then f is a combinatorial isomorphism between A and B if and only if
for each T # Bsets(A) and x, y # H the inclusions xy&1 # T, x f ( y f)&1 # T f
are equivalent.
The connection between the three types of isomorphisms is given by the
following implications:
A$Cay B O A$com B O A$alg B.
In general none of these implications may be reversed, i.e.,
A$Cay B o% A$com B o% A$alg B.
With every S-ring AQH we associate two subsets of Sym(H ):
Iso(A) :=[ f # Sym(H ) | f is a combinatorial isomorphism
from A onto an S-ring over H];
Iso1(A) :=[ f # Iso(A) | f (1)=1].
Clearly, Iso(A)=Iso1(A) HR . Note that in the case where A=QH we
have Iso1(A)=Aut(A)1=Aut(H ). If f # Iso(A) ( f # Iso1(A)) and . #
Aut(H ), then f. # Iso(A) (resp., f. # Iso1(A)).
Proposition 2.5. Let A be an S-ring over H. Then for each f # Sym(H )
the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) f # Iso(A);
(ii) H f &1R Aut(A).
Proof. A mapping f: H  H is a combinatorial isomorphism from A if
and only if Cay(H, A) f is HR -invariant. Hence f # Iso(A) if and only if
H f &1R Aut(A). K
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Theorem 2.6. Let G # Sup(HR) be a 2-closed permutation group and
A :=V(H, G1). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G is HR-transjugate ;
(ii) Iso(A)=Aut(A) Aut (H ); and
(iii) Iso1(A)=Aut1(A) Aut (H ).
Proof. Since G is 2-closed, G=Aut(A) and we may use Proposi-
tion 2.5.
(i) O (ii) The inclusion Aut (A) Aut(H )Iso(A) is evident. So, we
only need to prove that Iso(A)Aut(A) Aut(H). Take an arbitrary
f # Iso(A). According to Proposition 2.5 H f &1R G. Since G is HR -trans-
jugate , H f &1R =H
g
R for a suitable g # G. This implies that g f #
NSym(H)(HR)=HR Aut (H ). Thus f # g&1HR Aut(H )G Aut(H ).
(ii) O (i) Let KG be a regular subgroup isomorphic to H. Then
K=H f &1R for a suitable f # Sym(H ). Then f # Iso(A)=G Aut (H ), which,
in turn, implies that f =g. for some g # G, . # Aut (H ). Therefore K=
H f &1R =H
g&1
R , as desired.
(ii)  (iii) This equivalence is a direct consequence of the fact that
1Aut (H)=1. K
Definition 3. We shall say that an S-ring A is a CI-S-ring if it satisfies
the second condition of the above Theorem.
Note that a trivial S-ring is always a CI-S-ring.
Proposition 2.7. Let A, B be two combinatorially isomorphic S-rings
over the groups H and K, respectively, and let f: H  K be a normalized
combinatorial isomorphism from A onto B. Then
(i) if E

# A for some EH, then E fK and fE : E  E f is a com-
binatorial isomorphism between AE and BE f ;
(ii) for each h # H we have (Eh) f=E fh f;
(iii) if E

# A for some E \ H and E

f \ K, then the mapping
f HE: HE  KE f defined by the formula (Eh) f HE :=E fh f is a normalized
combinatorial isomorphism between AE and BE f.
Proof. (i) Since f is normalized, Cay(H, T ) f=Cay(K, T f ) for each
T # Bsets(A). The subgroup E is a union of basic sets of A, therefore
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Cay(H, E ) f=Cay(K, E f ). Since EH, Cay(H, E ) is an equivalence rela-
tion on H. Therefore, Cay(K, E f ) is an equivalence relation on K. But a
Cayley graph is an equivalence relation if and only if its connecting set is
a subgroup. Thus E fK, as desired.
(ii) Take arbitrary elements e # E, h # H and consider a pair (h, eh) #
Cay(H, E ). Then (h f, (eh) f ) # Cay(K, E f ) implying that (h f )((eh) f )&1 # E f,
or, equivalently (eh) f # E fh f. Thus (Eh) fE fh f. Since both sets are of the
same cardinality, we obtain (Eh) f=E fh f.
(iii) It follows from (ii) that f HE is well-defined and bijective. We
claim that Cay(HE, T ) f HE=Cay(KE f, T f HE) for every T # Bsets(AE ).
Indeed, each basic set of AE is of the form TE for a suitable T #
Bsets(A). Let (xE, yE ) # Cay(HE, TE ). Then xy&1 # TE. Since f is a
combinatorial isomorphism, x f ( y f )&1 # (TE ) f. By part (ii), (ET ) f=E fT f.
Hence (TE ) f=T fE f, which implies that x f ( y f)&1 # E fT f and (E fx f, E fy f )
# Cay(KE f, T fE f )=Cay(KE f, (TE ) f HE). K
Proposition 2.8. Let A be a Schurian S-ring over the group H. Then
for an arbitrary A-subgroup EH the following properties hold:
(i) AE is Schurian; and
(ii) if E is normal, then AE is Schurian.
Proof. An S-ring A over H is Schurian if and only if each basic set of
A is an orbit of G :=Aut(A)1 .
(i) Let f # G. Then f is a normalized combinatorial automorphism of
A. By Proposition 2.7, fE is a combinatorial isomorphism between AE and
A fEf . But A
f=A and E f=E. Hence fE is a combinatorial automorphism
of AE . Set GE :=[ fE | f # G]. Then GEAut(AE). But G and GE have the
same orbits on E. Hence AE is Schurian.
(ii) As before, let f # G. Then f is a normalized combinatorial
automorphism of A and, by part (ii) of Proposition 2.7, (HE ) f=HE.
Part (iii) of the same claim implies that the induced map f HE is a nor-
malized combinatorial automorphism of AE. Thus for each f # G we have
f HE # Aut (AE ). Since (tE ) f HE=t fE f=t fE, we obtain
(tE )GHE=[t gE | g # G]=(tG)E=TE.
Thus TE is an orbit of GHE and, therefore, is an orbit of Aut (AE )1 . K
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
We assume here and later on that H=Zmp , m4, and G # Sup
min
2 (HR).
We denote the transitivity module of G by A. According to Proposition
1.4, G is a p-group. Therefore the cardinality of a basic set T # Bsets(A) is
a power of p. We call an S-ring A over an arbitrary group K a p-S-ring
if |H | and |T |, T # Bsets(A) are p-powers. According to Theorem 2.6, G
will be HR -transjugate if and only if A is a CI-S-ring. Thus Theorem 1.3
is equivalent to the following
Theorem 3.1. Each Schurian p-S-ring over Zmp , m4, is a CI-S-ring.
In many cases a p-S-ring over Zmp may be presented as a C-product of
p-S-rings over smaller groups. The following claim covers these cases.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be an S-ring over H=Znp such that A=AE C AF
for suitable E, FH. If AE and AF(F & E ) are CI-S-rings, then A is also
a CI-S-ring.
Proof. Let f # Iso1(A) be a normalized combinatorial isomorphism
from A onto an S-ring BQH. Then E f, F f, (E & F ) f are subgroups of
H of orders |E | , |F | , |E & F |, respectively. Since H is elementary abelian,
there exists . # Aut(H ) such that E f=E ., F f=F ., (E & F ) f=(E & F )..
Thus replacing f by f.&1 we may assume that
E f=E, F f=F, (E & F ) f=(E & F ).
Denote by fE the restriction of f on E. Since fE is a combinatorial
isomorphism of a CI-S-ring AE , there exists : # Aut(E ) such that T fE=T :
for each T # Bsets(AE). Since (E & F ) f=E & F, (E & F ):=E & F.
Since (E & F ) fF=E & F, f E & FF is a combinatorial isomorphism of AF 
(E & F ). By assumption there exists ; # Aut(F(E & F )) such that
T ;=T fF
E & F
for each T # Bsets(AF(F & E)). Now H is an elementary abelian p-group,
hence there exists DF such that D(E & F )=F, D & (F & E )=[1]. It is
clear that each E & F-coset of F has a unique presentation as d(E & F ),
d # D. All the groups are elementary abelian, therefore there exists
# # Aut(D) such that (d(F & E));=d #(F & E ).
Since DE=H and D & E=[1], there exists an automorphism . #
Aut(H ) such that .E=:, .D=#. Clearly, F .=F, E.=E and (E & F ).=
E & F.
We claim that T f=T . for each basic set T of A. To prove this we
consider three possible cases: T/E, T/F, and T/H"(F _ E ).
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If T/E, then T # Bsets(AE), and T f=T fE=T :=T ..
If T/F"E, then T is a union of (F & E )-cosets. Therefore, T has a
unique presentation as a product T=S(F & E), SD. Now T(E & F ) #
Bsets(AF(F & E )), hence
T f(F & E )=T fF(F & E)=(T(F & E )) f F
F & E
=(T(F & E ));=[(d(F & E )); | d # S]=[d #(F & E ) | d # S]
=[d .(F & E) | d # S]=[(d(F & E )). | d # S]=T .(E & F ). (2)
Since T f is a basic set of B which is contained in F"E, T f is a union of
F & E-cosets. Furthermore T is a union of F & E-cosets and F & E is a
.-invariant subgroup. Therefore T . is a union of F & E-cosets and (2)
implies T f=T ..
To finish the proof we need to consider the last case: T/H"(E _ F ). In
this case there exist R, S # Bsets(A) such that RE, SF and T=RS. As
we have already proved, R f=R. and S f=S .. Since f is a normalized com-
binatorial isomorphism, (SR) f=S fR f=S.R.=(SR).=T ., as desired. K
A Cayley configuration associated with a p-S-ring is a p-scheme in the
sense of [30]. Below we list the properties of p-S-rings which follow from
the properties of p-schemes:
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a p-S-ring over an arbitrary p-group H,
|H |= pm. Then
(i) the group
O% (A) :=[h # H | [h] # Bsets(A)]
is a non-trivial A-group;
(ii) the group
O% (A) :=([T &1T | T # Bsets(A)])
is a proper A-subgroup of H; and
(iii) there exists a series H0=[1]<H1< } } } <Hm=H of A-subgroups
such that [Hi+1 : H i]= p, i=0, ..., m&1.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that H is abelian and |H |= pm. Then
(i) if there exists T # Bsets(A) with |T |= pm&1, then A=AO%(A) "
QCp ; and
(ii) if |(T ) |= p |T |, then denoting B=A(T ) we have B=BO%(B) "
QCp .
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Proof. (i) According to Theorem 3.3(ii),
|(T &1T ) | |O% (A)|pm&1. On the other hand, pm&1=|T |
|(T &1T ) |. Therefore (TT &1)=O% (A) and |O% (A)|= pm&1. Moreover
T is a O% (A)-coset, i.e., T=tO% (A), t # T.
Since H is abelian, T (m) :=[tm | t # T ] is a basic set for each m relatively
prime to p (Theorem 23.9 of [28]). Hence T, T (2), ..., T ( p&1) are basic sets
of A. They are pairwise distinct, since, otherwise, |T | would be divisible by
a nontrivial divisor of p&1 contrary to |T |= pm&1. The union of the
above basic sets coincides with H"O% (A). Thus for each T # Bsets(A)
either T/O% (A) or T is a O% (A)-coset. It thus follows that A=AO%(A) "
QCp .
Part (ii) of the claim is a direct consequence of (i). K
3.1. p-S-rings over Zmp , m=1, 2, 3
In this subsection we shall denote the elementary abelian group by C mp
and use the multiplicative notation for group multiplication. If H=Cp ,
then QH is the unique p-S-ring over H. If A is a non-trivial p-S-ring over
H=C 2p , then there exists a basic set of cardinality p, and, by Proposition
3.4, A=AO%(A) " QCp . Since |O% (A)|= p, AO%(A)=QO% (A). Thus there
is a unique (up to Cayley isomorphism) non-trivial p-S-ring over C 2p ,
namely QCp " QCp . The description of p-S-rings over C 3p is a little more
complicated.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a p-S-ring over C 3p . Then either
(i) Bsets(A) contains a basic set T with |T |= p and (T )=H,
or
(ii) A has a non-trivial C-decomposition.
Proof. If there exists T # Bsets(A) with |T |= p2, then, by Proposition
3.4 A is a wreath product and, therefore, A is C-decomposable.
Thus |T | # [1, p] for each T # Bsets(A). If there exists T # Bsets(A) with
(T ) =H, then we are done. Hence we may assume that |(T ) |= p2 for
each basic set T of cardinality p. This implies that |St (T)|= p for each T
of cardinality p, and, therefore, St (T )O% (A).
If |O% (A)|= p, then |T |= p for each basic set T3 O% (A). Since
|St (T )|= p, St (T)=O% (A) which, in turn, implies that A=AO% (A) "
(AH O% (A)).
Now let |O% (A)|= p2. As before, St (T )O% (A) for each T3 O% (A).
Fix an arbitrary T3 O% (A). Then |(T ) |= p2 and H=O% (A)(T ). We
claim that the above decomposition of H induces a C-decomposition of A.
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Consider an S-subring A(T ) over the subgroup (T ) . It is a non-trivial
p-S-ring over a group isomorphic to C 2p . Therefore A(T ) $Cay QCp " QCp
and A(T ) contains p&1 basic sets of cardinality p. Denote them by
T1 :=T, ..., Tp&1 . Then
St (Ti)=O% (A(T ))=O% (A(T ))=O% (A) & (T ) .
Thus A satisfies the first two conditions of a C-product. To finish the proof
we need to check the third condition.
Let R # Bsets(A) be such that R3 (T ) _ O% (A). Take an arbitrary
r # R. Then r=ab, a # (T ) , b # O% (A). Since [b] # Bsets(A), Rb&1 is a
basic set of A. Now the inclusion a # Rb&1 & (T ) implies that Rb&1
(T ) , and, consequently, Rb&1 # Bsets(A(T ) ). Thus R is decomposable into
a product of two basic sets from Bsets(A(T )) and Bsets(AO% (A)), as
desired. K
Remark. Up to Cayley isomorphism there are five types of p-S-rings
over C 3p that satisfy (ii):
(i) QC 3p ;
(ii) QC 2p " QCp ;
(iii) QCp " QC 2p ;
(iv) (QCp " QCp)QCp ;
(v) (QCp " QCp) " QCp .
An S-ring over C 3p will be called exceptional if it satisfies part (i) of
Theorem 3.5. Up to Cayley isomorphism there is only one exceptional
Schurian p-S-ring that satisfies (i). It is the transitivity module of the per-
mutation group HR < (z) where the action of the automorphism z is given
by az=a, bz=ba, cz=cb (here a, b, c are the generators of C 3p). We do not
know whether there is a non-Schurian exceptional p-S-ring over C 3p .
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 for m3 we need the following
Proposition 3.6. Let Q # Sup(HR), p3|H | and let H be abelian.
Assume that there exists a Q1 -orbit T of cardinality p such that (T )=H.
Then
(i) Q is HR-transjugate ;
(ii) |Q|= p |H |.
Proof. Since QAut(Cay(H, T)), |Q||Aut(Cay(H, T ))|. According
to [17] |Aut(Cay(H, T))| p |H |. On the other hand, p |H ||Q|, since
Q1 has a non-trivial orbit. Hence Q=Aut(Cay(H, T)) and |Q|= p |H |.
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By [17] T is a CI-subset of H. Therefore, Q=Aut(Cay(H, T )) is HR -
transjugate , as desired. K
Proposition 3.7. Theorem 3.1 is true for m3.
Proof. If m=1, then A=QH and the claim becomes trivial.
Now let A be a Schurian p-S-ring over H=C mp , 2m3. Assume first
that A admits a non-trivial C-decomposition, i.e., A=AE C AF where
E{1, E{H. Then |E |< |H | , |F(E & F )|=|HE |<|H | and AE , AF 
(F & E) are p-S-rings over smaller groups. By Proposition 2.8,
AE , AF(F & E ) are Schurian. By induction, AE and AF (F & E) are CI-S-
rings and the claim follows from Theorem 3.2.
If A has no non-trivial C-decomposition, then m=3 and, by Theorem
3.5, there exists T # Bsets(A) such that (T ) =H.
Now Proposition 3.6 implies that Aut(A) is transjugate . K
3.2. Schurian p-S-rings over C 4p
In this subsection H=C 4p . As before, G # Sup
min
2 (HR) and A :=
V(H; G1). As we have seen before A is a p-S-ring over H. By Theorem 3.3
(iii) there exists an A-subgroup of order p, say K. According to Theorem
3.5 either AK is C-decomposable or HK is generated by T # Bsets(AK )
with |T |= p. It turns out that the second case is impossible.
Proposition 3.8. Let H be an elementary abelian group of order pm and
G # Supmin2 (HR) and A :=V(H; G1). Then for each A-subgroup K and
arbitrary T # Bsets(AK), if |T |= p and p3|HK |, then (T ) {HK.
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists an A-subgroup K and
T # Bsets(AK ) such that |T |= p and (T ) =HK.
Since K is an A-subgroup, the partition HK :=[Kh | h # H] is G-inva-
riant. The group GHK contains a subgroup (HR)HK. Since K \ H,
H HKR =(HK )R . A direct check shows that V(HK; (G
HK)1)=V(H; G1)
K=AK. By Proposition 3.6, GHK is (HK )R -transjugate. According to
Proposition 2.2, G=GHKHR , implying that GHK=(HR)HK=(HK )R .
But the transitivity module of the group (HK )R is trivial, contrary to
|T |= p, T # Bsets(AK ). K
The next restriction on the structure of A is given by the following
claim.
Proposition 3.9. Let G # Supmin2 (HR) and G{HR . Then there exists
z # (NG(HR))1 such that |CHR(z)|= p
3.
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The proof of this claim uses only arguments from linear algebra, and is
completely independent of the previous material. For this reason we shall
prove it at the end of this section.
Now let z # NG(HR) be as in Proposition 3.9. Then HR(z)G which
implies that AA0 :=V(HR , (z) ). The latter S-ring has the following
description. Set W :=CHR(z), V :=[(z) , H]. Clearly |W |= p
3, |V |= p
and VW. Then
Bsets(A0)=[[w] | w # W] _ [xV | x # H"W].
Thus we need to classify all fusions of A0 which have no exceptional
quotient. It turns out that all such S-rings are C-decomposable. To show
this we need the following statement
Lemma 3.10 [6]. Let A be an S-ring over H where Bsets(A)=
[T0 , T1 ..., Tr], and let [* ijk]0i, j, kr be the structure constants of A, so
that
T

i T

j= :
r
k=1
*ijkT

k .
Then, for all i, j, k with 0i, j, kr we have the following:
(i) *ijk |Tk |=*i $kj |T j |=*kj $i |Ti |;
(ii) |[k | *ijk {0]|gcd( |Ti |, |Tj | ).
Lemma 3.11. Let A be a fusion p-S-ring of A0 . If VO% (A) then each
T # Bsets(A) with T /3 W is a union of V-cosets.
Proof. Note that VT=T if and only if T # Bsets(A) is a union of
V-cosets. Hence, it suffices to show that vT=T for each v # V. Since v

# A,
it follows from Lemma 3.10(ii) that vT # Bsets(A). On the other hand,
since T"W is a union of V-cosets, we have T & vT{<. This implies that
T=vT, as desired. K
Lemma 3.12. Let A be a fusion p-S-ring of A0 . If V /3 O% (A), i.e.,
V & O% (A)=[1H], then each T # Bsets(A) with |T |p is contained in W.
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists T # Bsets(A) such that
|T |p and T/3 W. Since T"W{< is a union of V-cosets, it follows from
|T |=|V |= p that T=tV for some t # H"W, and hence VSt(T ). It
follows from Proposition 2.3 that St(T )=V is an A-subgroup of H. This
implies that AV $Cay QCp , contradicting V & O% (A)=[1H]. K
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Lemma 3.13. Let A be a fusion p-S-ring of A0 . We set
W0 :=(UW | U

# A) and W1 :=(T # Bsets(A) | |T |p) .
If V/3 O% (A) and W0 {W, then W0=W1 , and VW1 .
Proof. Since |W0 |p2, all basic sets of A which are contained in W0
are of cardinality at most p. Therefore W0W1 . By Lemma 3.12 each basic
set of A of cardinality at most p is contained in W, and is therefore
contained in W0 . Thus W0=W1 .
Fix an arbitrary v # V, v{1 and denote by T a unique basic set which
contains v. If |T |p then v # T/W1 .
If p2|T | then T3 W1=W0 , and, therefore, T3 W. Since T"W is a
union of V-cosets and V & T{<, we have TT &1 & T{<. By Theorem 3.2,
O% (A(T )) is a proper subgroup of (T ) , contrary to T/TT &1/O% (A(T )).
K
Proposition 3.14. Let A be a fusion p-S-ring of A0 . Then there exist
A-subgroups W and V which satisfy the following properties:
(i) V /W , |V |= p, |W |= p3;
(ii) each basic set contained in H"W is a union of V -cosets.
Proof. If T # Bsets(A) with |T |= p3 then, by Proposition 3.4(i), A$Cay
AO%(A) " QCp . Now our claim is true if we take an arbitrary V O% (A)
with |V |= p and W :=O% (A). Hence we may assume that there is no
basic set of cardinality p3.
Let W0 and W1 be as in Lemma 3.2.
Consider first the case VO% (A). By Theorem 3.3(iii) there exists an
A-subgroup W such that W0<W and |W |= p3. Let T # Bsets(A) satisfy
T & W =<. Then, since T & W0 /T & W =<, we have T /3 W. It follows
from Lemma 3.11 that T is a union of V-cosets. Therefore, the subgroups
W and V :=V satisfy conditions (i) and (ii).
Thus we may assume that V /3 O% (A).
We claim that |W1 |p2. Assume the contrary, i.e., |W1 |= p. Then, by
Theorem 3.3, there exists an A-subgroup W2 such that W1<W2 and
|W2 |= p2. Since each basic set of AW2 has cardinality 1 or p, we have
W1=W2 , a contradiction.
If W is an A-subgroup then VSt(T ) for each T # Bsets(A) with
T & W=<. Since V is not an A-subgroup, V1St(T) where V1 is a
unique minimal A-subgroup which contains V. Clearly, p2|V1 |.
Together with |St (T )|p2 this implies that V1=St(T ) and |V1 |= p2. Let
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V2<V1 be an A-subgroup of order p. Then our claim is true if we set
V :=V2 , W :=W.
So, in what follows we may assume that W is not an A-subgroup. Since
W0 is an A-subgroup contained in W, W0 {W. By Lemma 3.13,
V<W1=W0 and |W0 |= p2. From |W1 |= p2 and V & O% (A)=[1H] we
conclude that vO% (A) # Bsets(A) for each v # V"[1H].
By Theorem 3.3(iii), there exists an A-subgroup W2 such that W1<
W2<H. Since each basic set in W2"W1 has cardinality p2, it is a W1 -coset
by Proposition 3.4(i).
Since W2 {W, W2 & W=W1 and
|W"W1 |= p3& p2= :
[T | W2 & T=<]
|T & W |.
On the other hand, we have
|H"W2 |= p4& p3= :
[T | W2 & T=<]
|T |= p2|[T | W2 & T=<]|.
Hence |[T | W2 & T=<]|= p2& p, forcing |T & W |p for some basic set
T with T & W2=<. Since p>2, we obtain p<p2& p|T"W |. Thus T
contains at least two V-cosets. We set T=t1 V _ t2V _ U where t1 , t2 # T
and t1V & t2 V=<. We denote the basic set containing v # V&[1H] by
Tv , so that Tv=vO% (A).
The coefficient of T

v in TT &1 is at least 2p. It follows from Lemma 3.10(i)
that the coefficient * of T in TTv is at least 2. Since TvO% (A)=Tv , the
basic quantity Tt, t # O% (A) appears in the product TTv exactly * times.
If the basic sets [Tt] t # O% (A) are pairwise distinct then *=1, contrary to
2*. Hence Tt=Tt$ for some t{t$ # O% (A). Since |O% (A)|= p, the
equality Tt$t&1=T implies TO% (A)=T. Together with t1V/T and |T |=
p2 we obtain T=t1O% (A) V=t1W1 . Since T & W2=<, AW1 $QC 2p .
Therefore each basic set of cardinality p2 is a W1 -coset. Now our claim is
true if we set V :=O% (A) and W :=W2 . K
Proposition 3.15. All fusions of A0 which have no exceptional quotient
are nontrivially C-decomposable.
Proof. Let A be a fusion of A0 which has no exceptional quotient. By
Proposition 3.14, we may assume that W # A and VO% (A).
Take T # Bsets(A) such that T & W=< and |T | is minimal. We shall
show that A is AW C A(T ) .
By Proposition 3.4, we may assume that |T |p2.
We claim that W1 :=(T ) & W<W. Assume the contrary, i.e., (T ) &
W=W. Since T & W=< and |W |= p3, we have (T )=H. Since
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V/St(T ), it follows that (TVV)=HV and |TVV |= p. Thus AV is
exceptional, contradicting the assumption.
We shall check the conditions of C-decomposition. It is trivial that the
first one holds. We set T= pi=1 ti V where the cosets [ti VT | i=1, ..., p]
are not necessarily distinct. Note that (V, ti t&1j | i, j=1, ..., p)=W1 since
T is contained in a W-coset. Since V _ [ti t&1j | i, j=1, ..., p]St(T) and
|T ||W1 |, T is just a W1 -coset. Hence (T )= pi=1 t
iW1 with a fixed
t # T, and each tiW1 is a basic set (Theorem 23.9 [28]). Thus, the second
condition holds.
Let S # Bsets(A) with S/H"(W _ (T ) ). Then we have S/Wti for
some i with 1ip&1. Since |tiW1 W1 |=1 and W1 t i # Bsets(A),
(SW1 W1)(tiW1 W1) is a basic set of AW1 by Lemma 3.10(ii). Hence
there exists R # Bsets(A) with R/W such that RW1=StiW1 .
If |T |= p, then we have W1=V and SW1=S. Thus S=t&iRW1 and
hence S=R(t&iW1), as desired. If |T |= p2 then, by the minimality of T,
every basic set in H"W has cardinality p2, and W1>V. Note |RW1 W1 |=
1 since AW W1 $Cay QCp . It follows that |Rt&iW1 |= p2, forcing SW1=S,
and hence S=R(t&iW1), as desired. Therefore the third condition holds.
This completes the proof that A=AW C A(T ) . K
3.3. Proof of Proposition 3.9
In this subsection we shall use additive notation for the elementary
abelian group of order p4.
Let G be as in the proposition. First we claim that NG(HR) contains a
regular subgroup K isomorphic to H and distinct from HR . Indeed, if HR \
G, then NG(HR)=G and our claim follows, since HR O HR G. If HR \% G,
then NG(NG(HR))>NG(HR) and H gR {HR is a regular subgroup of
NG(HR) for each g # NG(NG(HR))"NG(HR). This proves our claim.
Consider the group P=KHR . Clearly P=P0K=P0HR and P0 $
PHR $K(K & HR). Thus P0 is an elementary abelian group. By [25],
P0Aut(H)$GL4( p). Since P0 is a p-group we may assume that
P0UT4( p) (with respect to a suitable basis).
Both K and HR are abelian, hence K & HRZ(P), implying that
[P0 , K & HR]=1. Therefore |CHR(P0)| |P0 ||K & HR | |P0 |=|K |= p
4.
Thus P0 is a subgroup of UT4( p) which satisfies the following condition:
|P0 | | CV4( p)(P0)|p
4. (3)
Since each x # P0 is unipotent, we always have rank(1&x)3. If
rank(1&x)=1 for some x # P0 , then z :=x behaves as desired in the
proposition. We may therefore assume that rank(1&x)>1 for each x # P0 .
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If rank(1&x)=3 for some x # X, then
x=\
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1+
and |P0 ||CUT4( p)(x)|= p
3, |CV4( p)(P0)||CV4( p)(x)|= p. Together with
(3.2) this implies that
P0=CUT4( p)(x)=\
1
0
0
0
a
1
0
0
b
a
1
0
c
b
a
1 + , a, b, c # Fp .
But now rank(1&z)=1, where
z=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1+ ,
a contradiction.
We may therefore assume that rank(1&x)=2 for each x # P0 . There are
two possible Jordan forms for x # P0 :
x=\
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1+ and x=\
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1+
In the first case
P0CUT4( p)(x)=\
1
0
0
0
a
1
0
0
b
a
1
0
c
0
0
1+ , a, b, c # Fp ;
CV4( p)(P0)CV4( p)(x)=Sp((1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)).
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It follows from (3.2) that |P0 |p2. Hence P0 intersects nontrivially the
subgroup of CV4( p)(x) consisting of the elements
x=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
b
0
1
0
c
0
0
1+, b, c # Fp ,
all non-identity elements of which satisfy rank(1&x)=1, a contradiction.
Now consider the remaining case:
x=\
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1+ .
Then
P0CUT4( p)(x)={\
1
0
0
0
a
1
0
0
b
0
1
0
c
b
d
1+ } a, b, c, d # Fp= ;
CV4( p)(x)=Sp((1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)).
If |CV4( p)(P0)|p
2, then CV4( p)(P0)=CV4( p)(x)=Sp((1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)),
which implies that
P0CUT4( p)(CV4( p)(P0))={\
1
0
0
0
a
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
c
0
d
1+ , a, c, d # Fp= .
But in this case (3) implies that |P0 |p2, and therefore P0 contains a non-
trivial element of the form
z=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
c
0
d
1+ , where c, d # Fp ,
contrary to the assumption that rank(1&z)>1.
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Thus |CV4( p)(P0)|p, which implies that p
3|P0 | |CUT4( p)(x)|.
Therefore P0 has a non-trivial intersection with a subgroup
{\
1
0
0
0
a
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
c
0
0
1+ } c, a # Fp= ,
contrary to the assumption that rank(1&z)>1 for all z # P0 . K
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